TOP 10 THINGS

To Know About Trustwave
Here at Trustwave, when we look at information security, we don’t just see malware, company policy violators or
event logs. We see security differently. That means that we not only help our customers prepare for threat battles,
we also help them prepare to win business battles, from the budget to the boardroom.
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 ore than 3 million
M
businesses and growing.
We help businesses worldwide
fight cybercrime, protect their data
and reduce security risk through
our cloud-based platform.

Security delivered through
the cloud.
It’s more than just an intuitive,
easy-to-use portal that offers
unique visibility into and control
over security. Behind the
scenes, TrustKeeper® is a cloudbased gateway to our powerful
technology platform.

Customers in more than
96 Countries.
Our large, global client footprint
gives us visibility into security
threats-visibility enhanced by the
Trustwave SpiderLabs® teams’
applied research and field testing.

Industry-leading managed
security services.
We’re recognized by the industry’s
top industry analyst firms, such as
Forrester Research1 and IDC2, for
our leadership in managed security.
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Data breach investigators.
Having responded to thousands
of data security incidents
and performed thousands of
penetration tests, Trustwave stays
apprised of the latest threats and
methods of data compromise.

Powerful security research.
We monitor billions of security
events per day and conduct
security research that produces
unique threat intelligence that
fuels our industry-leading services.
Our security research and major
threat discoveries help keep our
customers safe and secure.

Anti-malware innovators.
Whether it’s our Zero Malware
Guarantee or the kudos we get
from SC Magazine for being
inducted into their Industry
Innovator’s Hall of Fame, it’s clear
our Secure Web Gateway and
Managed Anti-Malware Service
stand out.
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More than 1,200
employees strong.
We’ve multiplied the force — with
more than 1,200 employees and
a local presence in 26 countries
worldwide.

More than 150 cyber threat
experts and counting.
Trustwave SpiderLabs is
Trustwave’s elite team of ethical
hackers, forensic investigators
and security researchers helping
businesses across the globe.

A top e-commerce solution.
We’re a top 10 Global Certificate
Authority (CA) — protecting
the e-business applications of
hundreds of thousands of online
merchants.
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